
PLEASE JOIN US
IF WE DON’T SUPPORT THIS BILL…

WHO WILL?
DATE: Tuesday, June 11th, 2002

TIME: 11:00am

PLACE: Washington DC, the Steps of the Capital

INVITEES: Senators Lieberman(D-CT), McCain(R-AZ), Corzine(D-NJ), Torricelli(D-NJ); 
Congressmen Smith(R-NJ), and Holt(D-NJ); and Bob Monetti(Pan Am 103)

Senators Lieberman (D-CT) and McCain (R-AZ) have introduced a bill, S. 1867, “To Establish the 
National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States,” co-sponsored by Senators 
Corzine and Torricelli (D-NJ).  This bill calls for the appointment of a blue-ribbon commission to 
investigate any possible intelligence, immigration and aviation security failures that took place 
during the days leading up to and on September 11th.  This bill was reported out of committee 
unanimously, but it is now in danger of being eliminated.

WE NEED THIS BILL TO BECOME LAW.  WE NEED AN INVESTIGATION.

We must make the future for ourselves, our families and loved ones, and for all American citizens 
as safe as possible.  As responsible taxpayers, we want to be certain that the systems we have in 
place are working, and if problems exist within those systems, we want those problems fixed. 

To do this, we ALL must know whether in the days leading up to and on September 11th breaches in 
safety, security and communications occurred that should have been avoided.  First, we must insist 
upon answers and accountability and then we must insist on changes to be made that will protect us 
all, so that not one more innocent American is killed. 

We recognize the need for balance between security and full and fair disclosure. We are proud to 
live in a country where free discourse is possible; where the responsibility of concerned citizens is 
to ask questions.  And so, we, as concerned citizens, appeal to you to help us in making certain that 
this bill becomes law.

WITHOUT AN INVESTIGATION, CHANGES CANNOT BE MADE.
WITHOUT CHANGES, AMERICANS CAN NEVER BE SAFE.

Bring your family, friends and neighbors-TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
We are trying to reserve buses from New Jersey. The cost will be approximately $30.00 per 
person. Please RSVP to rallynow2002@hotmail.com    or contact
Lorie Van Auken or Mindy Kleinberg 

September 11th Advocates
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